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Introduction

The Pacific Law Journal's Legislative Review Department
proudly presents the twenty-second Review of Selected California
Legislation. Once again, the staff has compiled analyses of the
most significant legislation enacted over the past year, and the bills
reviewed on the following pages are among the first to be enacted
under California's new governor, Pete Wilson.
When reading the analyses, you will repeatedly encounter the
terms "prior law" and "existing law." Prior law refers to legislation
which was in effect prior to a chaptered bill's passage, and which
is no longer in effect afterward. Existing law is that which is in
effect both before and after a particular bill's passage. Unless
otherwise indicated, all chaptered bills are effective on January 1,
1992.
I would like to extend my thanks to the following editors for
their invaluable assistance in producing this Review: Associate
Legislation Editors Dave Cusick, Mike Fannon, and Evan Smiley;
and Assistant Legislation Editors Jennifer Anderson, Luisa
Giuffrida, and Carra Lassman. A very special thanks goes out to
our Legislative Review Advisors, Mr. Owen Kuns, Chief Deputy
Legislative Counsel Retired, and Mr. Edward Purcell, Principal
Deputy Legislative Counsel Retired, for reviewing our analyses and
correcting substantive flaws. In addition, I'd like to thank our
Faculty Advisor, Professor Jerome Curtis, as well as the entire
McGeorge faculty and administration, for their continued support.
And of course, no Review could be published without the technical
assistance and planning guidance of our Editor-in-Chief, Jim
Bailey, our Managing and Associate Managing Editors, Jackie
Engel and Debbie Glynn, and the Journal's secretary, Ms. Sheri
Shuteroff.
Finally, my most heartfelt thanks is saved for the writers, the
talented individuals who each sacrificed hundreds of hours,
beginning last May, to compile this product. Theirs was an
unusually difficult task this past year, due to several logistical
constraints beyond their control. I salute them for their sense of
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humor and professionalism, and for never losing sight of the task
at hand.
We hope this Review is beneficial to you, and as always, we
solicit your thoughts and comments. Please address suggestions to
the Pacific Law Journal's Legislative Review Department.
FRED P. CAVESE

Legislation Editor
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